MaiHis, Patricia L. - Director, Employee Services
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maillis, Patricia L. - Director, Employee Services
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 3:42 PM
'Deeb, Andrea (Atlanta)'
RE: JEA Compensation Analysis

Thank you Andrea for the perspective.
We were looking at providing LTI in addition to STI and agree that this would position JEA well above the public sector
markets, but not the private sector counterparts.
If the leadership team wishes to pursue this, would or does WTW assist with the design of LTI plans or is there some
benchmark analysis that I may obtain or purchase for our industry?
Pat
From: Deeb, Andrea (Atlanta) <andrea.deeb@willistowerswatson.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 3:24 PM
To: Maillis, Patricia L. - Director, Employee Services <mailpl@jea.com>; Evatt, Kim (Atlanta)
<kim.evatt@willistowerswatson.com>
Subject: RE: JEA Compensation Analysis

[External Email - Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or
unexpected email.]

Hi Pat,
Unfortunately, we cannot comment on your numbers without spending more time looking at the data, and the actual pay
mix relative to different market perspectives. But if I understand you correctly, you are looking at "swapping” out some STI
value for a longer-term LTI opportunity. If that’s the case, the idea makes sense. If you are looking at adding LTI onto a
competitive STI opportunity, then you are likely going to be positioning your total compensation well above the market for
comparable roles. That might compare favorably to general industry, but it likely will be well above competitive practices
for the public sector, and therefore create potential external and internal negative perceptions.
Let us know if we can support you as you move into design.
Best,
Andrea
From: Maillis, Patricia L. - Director, Employee Services [mailto:mailpl@iea.coml
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 6:53 PM
To: Evatt, Kim (Atlanta) <kim.evatt@willistowerswatson.com>; Deeb, Andrea (Atlanta)
<andrea.deeb@willistowerswatson.com>
Subject: JEA Compensation Analysis
EXHIBIT
Hi Kim/Andrea,

i
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Hgpe you are doing well and your first holiday of the season went well. I personally am exhausted due to the swarm of
locus (nickname for my family) that descended upon my house and ate all of my food (in 48 hours)!
Hoping you may be able to give me a quick sanity check on some analysis and recommendations that Angie and I are
providing the new CEO related to LTI.
To give you some quick background. I am proposing that consideration be given to modifying the STITIO to align with
market. This will result in a 50 -150% more target opportunity for some (e.g., SIT from 12% to 35%). Most line
employees would realize a 50% increase as a percentage of base, e.g., today 1.5% of base, future proposed is 3%).
All that said, I am hoping that this proposed change will put STI and TC closer to market.
However, there is an additional ask. The CEO is seeking to put LTI in place. Looking at some public / government survey
info, it appears this form of comp is only used at about 25% of public sector companies. I am planning to dust off and
use the percentages provided for the SLT analysis in 2017 (percentages of compensation were provided, so I am thinking
it has not changed much for execs).
I've done some analysis using some of the same resources we provided WTW back in 2017 (2018 data) on LTI and came
up with some aggregate LTI percentages as follows:
20-22% of base (direct reports to c-Suite)
Directors:
5-9% (this is middle management and I am adjust Target STI to reflect 50th%tile of market, no
Managers:
LTI)
Adjust Target STI to reflect 50th%tile of market, no LTI
Supervisors:
There are some outliers that receive LTI, but since this is unionized, we would be consistent, so
Professionals:
adjust Target STI to reflect 50,h%tile of market, no LTI
Adjust Target STI to reflect 50th%tile of market, no LTI
Line Employees:
Because the turn time on this is pretty quick, just doing a check to see if this passes your sniff test. We have not begun
design, but need to start somewhere for budgeting purposes.
Pat Maillis
Director Employee Services
JEA
21W Church Street, T6
Jacksonville, FL 32202
904 665 4132

Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications to or from State and Local
Officials and employees are public records available to the public and media upon request. Any email sent to or
from JEA’s system may be considered a public record and subject to disclosure under Florida’s Public Records
Laws. Any information deemed confidential and exempt from Florida’s Public Records Laws should be clearly
marked. Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released
in response to a public-records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact JEA by phone
or in writing.
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